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Choose the Ideal Device for Your Water Application 

Water level measurements are quickly becoming one 

of the more common data logging applications. Driving 

this need are several industries and market segments 

including environmental regulation, municipal water 

departments, agriculture, and more. 

 

If you’re a technician, engineer or purchasing agent, 

you may have an application requiring you to monitor 

surface or groundwater level on its own or as part of a 

comprehensive environmental survey. In order to 

record this water data as it changes over the season or 

year, many hydrologists prefer to use water data loggers as a convenient way to measure, store 

and retrieve the information they need. 

 

However, there are a lot of products on the market from almost as many manufacturers—which 

one is best-suited for your application? At CAS DataLoggers we’ve put together this short guide 

detailing the most important criteria to help you select the right measurement device for your 

needs.  

What Are Water Level Data Loggers? 

Water Level data loggers most commonly consist of an IP-rated enclosure housing one or more 

sensors (flow, pressure, temperature etc.) and deployed underwater to sample data from the 

surrounding water. Operating in ‘stand-alone’ mode on battery power, water data loggers 

automatically record these samples at regular user-set intervals, called the sample rate.  

 

Naturally, the battery type determines how long the logger can keep recording, but typically they 

have a standard battery life of several months up to a year, with options for longer life. 

Meanwhile the logger’s internal memory store all data along with timestamps. At the end of the 

recording period (i.e. the conclusion of a water study, etc.) it’s easy for the user to retrieve the 

logger, connect it to a PC, and generate tables and reports displaying the data.  

 
 

 

How to Select the Right Water Level Data Logger 

https://www.dataloggerinc.com/data-loggers/water-level/
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How Do You Want to Connect to the Logger? 
 

1. Data loggers supporting wireless connection to a mobile device offer you the 

convenience of not having to take a laptop into the field, while still being able to view 

data and change configuration settings in the field if needed.  

 

2. Meanwhile wireless loggers with Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) technology provide the 

additional benefit of not having to physically access 

the logger to activate communication, as earlier 

versions of Bluetooth required. As an example, the 

T&D TR-4 Bluetooth series are temperature data 

loggers equipped with Bluetooth communication.  

 

3. In contrast, loggers that rely on mechanical plug-in 

connectors can be damaged by water in the field and 

cause logger failures. In contrast, water level loggers 

with an optical interface that is completely sealed 

within the logger’s housing eliminate the possibility 

of water-related damage and/or failures. For loggers with an optical interface, you will 

need an optical base station to connect the logger to a computer. 

 

4. The best option for connecting to the computer is a direct USB interface. Some older data 

loggers use serial communications to the logger, and use a serial-to-USB converter to 

allow them to be connected to USB. Because the loggers still are using serial 

communications internally, their data offload speeds are limited to the slower serial 

speeds, and they require special drivers to be installed on the computer. 

Do You Need a Single- or Multi-Channel Logger? 

If you need to capture and record environmental data, CAS 

DataLoggers carries a large selection of loggers to satisfy a 

wide range of needs. These include intelligent multi-

channel instruments that can be used with weather stations 

and water sensors to provide real-time information and 

capture historical data.  

 

If you need to monitor water temperature in addition to other water values, you can use a data 

logger with universal analog inputs. These inputs can connect with nearly any analog sensor 

type, making them flexible solutions in multi-value applications.  

 

As a reliable example, our dataTaker Data Loggers are versatile systems for environmental 

studies, offering a wide range of input options. The rugged dataTakers also feature serial and 

SDI-12 interfaces for connecting to a wide range of environmental sensors. 

 

https://www.dataloggerinc.com/products/manufacturers/tandd/tr4-bluetooth-series/
https://www.dataloggerinc.com/products/manufacturers/datataker/
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Note that fluctuations in water temperature can cause additional measurement error. Ask the 

distributor if this extends beyond that listed on the logger’s spec sheet. It’s also useful to know 

the exact response time it takes the logger to adapt to changing temperatures. 

What Level of Accuracy Do You Need? 

While you’re specific application may require a minimum water level accuracy as given on the 

logger’s specification sheet, there are many other factors that affect water data collection. For 

example, not only sensors but also the data logger itself and its ADC (analog-to-digital) 

converter have different specs including accuracies and error. 

 

First find the logger’s accuracy as given on the manufacturer’s spec sheet, available from an 

online distributor. If you want to go with a vented water level logger, you’ll only need to look up 

a single sensor error spec.  

 

Next ask the manufacturer or distributor if the logger’s accuracy is for all the logger’s 

measurements or just for the sensor itself. Does this accuracy value cover the logger’s full-

calibrated measurement range, or only to a single point of the range?  

 

Additionally, vented loggers are generally more accurate than non-vented models, although the 

latter type of design is more affordable, portable, and reliable concerning data integrity. 

 

If your application involves monitoring pressure, be sure to ask the distributor for the sensor’s 

drift value. This is the amount of pressure that the sensors will deviate after an extended period 

of deployment. While drift may not be a concern in your application, it’s nonetheless good to 

know beforehand. 

 

Make sure you speak with an experienced solutions provider to address these and other details. 

Which Software Capabilities Do You Need? 

One of the most frequent questions we receive from callers is, “What software do I need?” A 

well-designed software interface should make it easy for you to quickly go through steps such as 

configuring the loggers, and also through retrieving, graphing, and sharing the data. 

 

A. If you plan on using the software in the field (i.e. on a laptop), make sure it can assist you 

with placing the loggers and retrieving their data.  

 

B. If instead you plan on opening the software remotely from a PC, you may instead want to 

focus on filtering and analysis capabilities to help you make sense of the data and to 

create graphs for presentations. 

 

Here are some popular features you’ll want to consider, depending on where you will be using 

your logger: 
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 Configuration wizard – If you’ll be deploying several data loggers simultaneously, look 

for software that allows you to configure a single logger and then use those settings to 

configure all of the other loggers in the same application. For example, it should be easy 

for you to configure a group of water data loggers to begin synchronously sampling data 

at the same logging rate. 

 

 Export to Microsoft Excel ™ and more – If you’ll need to work with the data in 

Microsoft Excel ™ or other software applications, make sure you’re able to quickly and 

easily export data in a range of data formats. 

 

 Graph Creation – When monitoring water levels at multiple sites, it is often advantageous 

to be able to view and analyze data from each water level logger on a single graph. Be 

sure to ask the manufacturer about this capability. 

 

To learn more about Water Level Loggers, or to find the ideal solution for your application-

specific needs, contact a CAS DataLoggers Application Specialist at (800) 956-4437 or visit our 

website at www.DataLoggerInc.com. 
 

https://www.dataloggerinc.com/data-loggers/water-level/
http://www.dataloggerinc.com/

